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SNORRI STURLUSON'S MIRROR OF THE 

THIRTEENTH CENTURY 

Anachronisms appearing in the undated texts of the Sagas 

of Icelanders and of the Kings’ Sagas have long been 

recognized as one means by which these works can be 

placed in their proper historical setting. Through 

unobtrusive remarks such as “traces of it can still be 
seen" (e. g. Lxd. ch. 13: "ok sér par téptina . . .") 
or "there was a wood in the valley at that time" (e. &e 
ixd. ch. 55: "Skógr þykkr var Í dalnum Í þann tfs"), 
the historical perspective, that is the author's con- 
sciousness of the time discrepancy between story-time 

and contemporaneous time comes to the fore. Snorri!s 

Heimskringla is no exception,» nor is Snorri above 

superimposing customs, modes of dress and thought on 
his story-time that derive from his own timee The most 
celebrated and obvious example is the description of 
the shields and the use of the cross at the battles. of 
Nesjar and Stiklarstaðir (Hkr. II, ch. 49 and chs. 205, 
213, respectively) where the cross as an emblem is in- 
appropriate for A. D. 1030 and represents a practice 
that Snorri could know only from his own day.?) 

1) E. g. Hkr. II, oh. 53, ch. 245. 

2) See my article "Snorri Sturluson and Laxdoela: the 
hero's accoutrements," Saga og sprak (Festschrift 
for Lee M. Hollander (Austin, Texas, 1973]), pe. 79.
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Snorri, it is generally assumed, wrote his Óláfs 

saga helga as a separate work and later incorporated 

it into the larger compendium.) A saint's life 
typically represented an emulation of Christ and was 

meant to convey a didactic message to its audience; it 

was an exemplum. Snorri no doubt found some of the 

earlier sagas about Saint Óláf written in this vein. 

And this aspect he naturally has not totally discarded, 

for his Saint Óláf does exhibit some saintly and Christ- 

like virtues, but to be sure most noticeably at the end 

of the saga. For Snorri it is Óláf's historicalness 

that predominates, and it will be interesting to see 

what aspect of Onrist's life he chose to accentuate 

and apply to Saint Óláf's life and times. The political 

and the religlous arð blended, like the two sides of 

Óláf'a endeavors, like the two sides of his character 

as a secular and religious hero. It is a great pity 

that we can never ascertain just how much Styrmir departed 

from the hagiographic pattern and what debt Snorri owes 

hime In any case from what little we have to go by, 

the eight fragments from the Elzta Óláfs saga helga, 

the Ágrip, the younger Helgi saga and’ the Fagrskinna, 

and some 107 passages that have been identified as 

stemming from Styrmir, it is astounding to see how rich 

and already developed some of the tales and traditions 

wereo 

What prompted Snorri to compose a new version of 

the Óláfs saga helga when so many already existed, and 

especially since Styrmir's version can be assumed to 

have been written only a few years before Snorri's? 

Was the latter's only to be more accurate, more firmly 

based on skaldic accounts, as indicated in the preface 

3)see S. Nordal, Om Olaf den helliges saga (Kóbenhavn,1914), 
pp- 173-198 and Bjarni Asalbjarnarson, Formáli to Heims- 

kringla II (His Íslenzka fornritafélag, Reykjavík, 1945), 

pp. X-XIII.
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to the Heimskringla, hence less filled with pious 

unction, or did Snorri have another idea in mind? 

A close look at the structure of the narrative shows 

that he did. 

It is at once apparent that the topic of the 

narrative, as summed up in ch. 181, namely Óláfr's 

political and religious aims, is illustrated by 

means of interspersed sub-stories whose threads are 

woven into the main fabric of events. The technique 

of using preparation and fulfillment, of setting up 

parallels and repeated instances among the various 

examples of Óláf's efforts to gain political accep- 

tance and religious domination brings out most advan- 

tageously the reversal and shifts of allegiance. But 

beyond that, by virtue of the repeated instances and 

parallels, a certain similarity, continuity, and 

expectation are made manifest. 

= In order to become acquainted with Snorri's techs 

nique, let us take one example and follow it through, 

that of chapters 73-75. The Christianizing of the 

Upplands (chs. 73-75), of Hálogaland (chs. 104-105), 

and of the Trondheim District “(chs. 107-109) are out 

on a recognizable pattern whose themes become foresees 

able: Óláf travelling with 360 men; surrounding the 

houses tn surprise attack, burning and laying waste; 

offering of alternatives; exacting the same whether 

from the mighty or the humble; killing, maiming, exiling, 

muloting; demanding hostages. The Uppland kings, we 

are told, object to Óláf's methods and his travelling 
about with an army instead of the number allowed by 

law. The fact of Öláf's being accompanied by an un- 

usually large host has already been prepared in ch. 38 

where it is stated: "It was usual for the kings to have 

sixty or seventy followers on the royal progress through 

the Upplands, but never more than one hundred and twenty"
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("Þat hafði verit siðvenja, at konungar fóru um Upp- 

lýnd með sex tigu manna eða sjau tigu, en"aldri meirr 

en hundrað manna"). Óláf's practice, incidentally, 

also parallels Erling's of having en extra large retinue 

with him (chs. 22, 61). Óláf continued his same chastise 

zing and converting as he proceeded farther into the 

Upplands where he found the people more heathen than 

elsewhere. The account (ch. 73) substantiates by way 

of example the generality already expreased in ch. 60: 

Var bá svá komit, at víðast um sjdbyggsir váru 
menn skirsir, -.. - - - en um uppdali ok fjall- 
byggðir.var víða alheisit, því at þegar er lýsrinn 
varð sjálfráða, þá festisk þeim þat helzt í minni 
um átrúnasinn, er. þeir hofsu numit Í barnd@sku. 
(Conditions then were such that mostly in the sea- 
coast settlements the people were Christian . : 
e « e > « but in the upland valleys and mountain 
settlements heathendom was widespread, for as 
soon as the people became self-governing that 
belief which they had «adopted in childhood 
remained most fixed in their minds.) 

Upon hearing of Óláf's approach, the Upplanders hold 

an assembly wheré Hróðrek speaks out: "Now it is Just 

as I thought would happen . . ." which refers to his 

speech at the former meeting of the Upplanders (ch. 36) 

where Óláf was accepted as king and constitutes a 

fulfillment of what was anticipated there, namely that 

Óláf like some'of the kings before him would become 

tyrannical and the petty kings would lose their 

independence. Hré@rek's historical summary serves the 

purpose of comparison between the various kings! reigns 

and particularly of comparison with the present situations 

Contrary to his earlier advice not to submit to Óláf, 
Hroerek here (ch. 74), like Hring in ch. 36, urgðs 

adquiescence but on different grounds: First, most often 

several leaders cannot win against one uncontested leader, 

and secondly they had better not pit their luck against 

Óláf'a. Both these reasons are interesting in that the
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one is again a truism that shows insight into factors 

that often govern the course of history--multiple leader- 

ship is usually disastrous--and the other picks up a 

repeated theme, that of Óláf's luck. This motif was 

prepared already in ch. 9: "Mátti þá enn sem optar meira 

hamingja konungs en fjolkynngi Pinna" (“Then as often 

afterward the king's luck worked more than the Finns! 

sorcery"), where the "enn sem optar" prepares for its 

continuance as a running motif (chs. 29, 68, 69, 74, 187). 

Gudrod, another of the petty kings from the Upplends, 

voicés his opinion in favor of fighting against Óláf, 

even if this reverses thelr allegiance, he says, since 

they fought for Óláf against Svein. Gudrod's speech 

forms a parallel to Hróðrek's in ch. 36: Óláf's aim are 

heading toward their all becoming thralls to this kings 

"n ef hann vill nú fyrirmuna hverjum várum þess 
ins litla ríkis, er vér hofum dsr haft,.ok veita 
oss pyndingar ok kúgan, þá kann ek þat frá mér 
at segja, at ek vil fóérask undan þrælkan. konungs, 
+. + « á fyrir því at bat er yor at segja, at 
aldri strjúkun vér.frjálst hofus, mesan Olafr er 
g£1ffi." (ch. 74) 
("And now if he wants to begrudge each of us that 
little power which we have had up to now and inflicts 
extortions on us andoppresses us, then I for ny part 
can say that I will avoid becoming the king's thrall 
« « « « - because I can tell you that we shall never 
be free men as long as Óláf lives.") 

Significantly it is Hróðrek in’ch. 74, not Óláf, who suggests 

the alternatives: either to submit to Óláf's demands or 

band together against him. 

The two Uppland episodes are designed to form a parallel 

with repetition of themes--Oldf's large following, 

alternatives set forth--with comparative and contrastive 

speeches, with fulfillment of the anticipated. The fact 

that the first Uppland encounter is political and the seoond 

undertaken for the avowed purpose of religious submission, 

brings into focus the comparison intended botween these 

two aspects of Óláf's ambitions. Both lead to the same
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result; subjugation. From Hróðrek's first speech (oh. 38) 

the same notion can be gathersd. In summarizing previous 

reigns, he points out that Hákon the Earl had become 

go high-handed with the people that the Tronders killed 

him, and when Óláf Tryggvason came to full power, no 

nan:could maintain his independence against him, for 

he exacted the same and even more tribute than had 

Harald Fairhair. And he goes on to say: “en at síðr 

váru menn sjálfráða fyrir honum, at engi réð, á hvern 

guð trúa skyldi" ("but even less were men independent 

over against him in that no one could decide for him- 

self as to what god he should believe in"). 

Snorri's sources, from what we can gather from 

comparable passages in the Helgi saga and the Fagre 

skinna and from the skaldic verse of Ottar the Black 

cited by Snorri for the second Uppland episode attest 

to only one such encounter with the Upplanders. *) Thus 

the first episode would seemto be deliberately created, 

and significantly no skaldic verse appears there. The 

narrative technique of splitting into two and forming 

doublets out of what was once a single event in the 

other sources is characteristic of the Óláfs 9. h- 

and of the Heimskringla throughout.5) 

4) geygi Be, pe 18 (references and citations are from the 

edition of R. Keyser and ©. R. Unger, Christiania, 

1840), Fagrske, pe 155 (references and citations ara 

from the edition of Finnur Jónsson, Kýbenhavn, 1902-03). 

ö)g, ge Hkr. I, Óláfs saga Tryggvasonar (ed. Bjarni Aðsl- 

bjarnarson, Hið Íslenzka fornritafélag, Reykjavík, 1941), 

chs. 48, 49 wheré the dreams of Eafl Hákon's thrall 

Kark take place in two different places of hiding, 

whereas in Monk Odd's Ól. a. %., Snorri's source, they 

all take place at Rfmul in the pigsty (of. AM 310 [ed.
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The sequel to the Uppland episode ís that Óláf geta 
wind of the plans of the five petty kings, and here again 
we meet with a truism in the form of an adage: "hverr á 
vin með óvinum“ (ch. 74: "everyone has a friend among his 
ememies"). Óláf's informer is a Ketil of Hringunes who 
was first intréduced in ch. 45 (preparation) and efter. 

wards appears at the battle of Nesjar, after which he 
receives a skiff as present from King Óláf (oh. 52). 
This skiff now stands Óláf in good stead, for Ketil takes 
him across the lake in it so that they reach the quarters 

of the Kings before dawn and surround the houses in a 

surprise attack. Some Óláf maims, others he exiles. 
Hróðrek he blinds, but keeps him with him as something 
of a bedeviler. Instead of dismissing Hrótrek from the 

story by stating that he was blinded and exiled to Ice- 

land, as standsin the Helgi s. (p. 18), Snorri spins a 
very long tale about his treachery (chs. 81-85) and intro= 
duces yet another yarn, and a very witty one, about Thdér- 
arin Nefjólfsson and his ugly feet. Thérarin loses his 

bet with the king and as a penalty has tr take Hróðrek, 

P.. Groth, Christiania, 1895], p. 41 and S (eð. P. A 
Munch, Ohristiania, 1853], pp. 20-21); Hkr. III, 
Magnúss saga berfoetts (ed. Bjarni Asalbjarnarson, 
Hið Íslenzka fornritafélag, Reykjavík, 1951), where 
Magnús has two comparable battles, one in Gautland 
(ch.“14) and one in Ireland (ch. 24), in which the 
themes of confused identities and counterparts 
accoutered like the king mark these passages as 

deliberate parallels, since the Morkinskinna (ed. 
Finnur Jónsson, Kébenhavn, 1932), p. 335 has only one 
such epleode. Of. also the Fagrsk., p. 327. See my 
article, op. cit., pp. 61-63, 81, 83. To be noted is 
that Snorri deals with his source in precisely the same 
manner, namely dividing into two, when using the same 
passage from the Mork. in the Hkr. and in Laxdéeja. 

s
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who has made an attempt on the king's life, into exile. 

But Hróðrek does not get to Iceland by a direct route. 

Óláf suggests he be taken to Greenland, but Thérarin 

has some misgivings about arriving there and asks what 

he should do with Hróðrek in case he makes Iceland in- 

stead. Óláf tells him to take him Gudmund Eyjólfsson's 

farm. and it so happens, but by no coincidencé, that 

Thórarin 1s thrown off course by storms and does make 

Ioéland instead. But even now Hróðrek circulates from 

one farm to the next, including the one Óláf had intended, 

and finally stays at one place and dies there shortly 

thereaftere | All this roundabout and difficulty in get- 

ting Hróðrek firmly secure in Iceland is told apparently 

to make a point, namely that Hróðrek, so says Snorri, 

4s the only king buried in Iceland. The real point 

Snorri is making will become apparent later on. 

The Óláfs s. h. contains so many examples of the 

type of handling we have just discussed, especially 

the formation of doublets or repeated instances out of 

a single attested occurrence, that I can only mention 

a few more here. Chapter 111 presents a repeat performance 

of Óláf's Christianizing efforts in the Upplands and divides 

the episode again into two: the inhabitants of Lesjar and 

Dorfrar are given the alternatives to become Onristian 

or suffer death or flee abroad, and the king takes hostages 

to assure their "good faith.” Then in Ljárðal at the 

settlement of Loar the king makes the rémark upon approa- 

ching the village and seeing it stretched out on either 

side the river: "Skaði er þat . . . at brenna skal byggð 

svá fagra" ("It's a shame to have to burn down so lovely 
a settlement"). ‘The statement is not idly made, for it 
becomes the alternative that the king offers the people: 

either do battle with him and suffer their homes to be 

burned or accept the faith and give hostages. Snorri 

relates that King Óláf stayed at a farm called Nes
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and slept in a loft that "stendr enn Í dag, ok er ekki at 

því gort síðan" ("stands still today and nothing has been 

changed on it since”). The description of the valley and 

the anachronism here likely reflect Snorri's firsthand 

experience (there is no trace of these eyjisodes in other 

sources), but noteworthy is that he hag handled them in 

literary fashion, true to the expected pattern, employing 

preparation-fulfillment devices. Chapters 114 and 121 

give further examples of the pattern with the nice 

variation that at one the people gave battle but lost-- 

"and that was to their own good for they accepted Christi- 

enity" ("ok váru barsir til batnaðar, því at þeir tóku vis 

kristni"). This pious unction, rare in the saga, appears 

again ag a parallel in chapter 121 where the people offer 

battle but panicked--"and that was to their advantage, for 

they submitted to the king and became Christian" ("er þeim 

gegndi betr; at þeir gengu til handa konungi ok tóku 

kristni"). 

Another interesting example 1s Óláf's arrival at his 

step-father's and his reception there (cha. 32-34). This 

fact is mentioned in other sources) but again Snorri 

splits and divides and gives it his own touch in accordance 

with his narrative preferences and with his overall aim. 

Snorri has two banquets prepared for Óláf, one here upon 

his arrival in Norway and one later (chs. 75-%) after his 

successes in gaining dominion. The first banquet with 

the elaborate details as to how the house was decorated 

and the meal served pads out the stereotyped words of the 

Helgi s-: "oo hævir su veret win kallað skarulegazt veizla 

1 Norege" and the meager reference to it contained in the 

6) The Agrip (ed. Verner Dahlerup, Kébenhavn, 1880), col. 

44, merely says that Óláf stayed the first winter with 

his step-father Sigurd in Uppland. ‘The Helgi Se, pe 

18, pp» 1814, pp- 21-22, seems to separate the account, 

yet the last reference beginning with “Hitt einni" might be 

construcdasanother, later visit at Sigurd's farm. The 

Pagrek., p» 147, has only one visit and banquet for Óláf.
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word "pyrs1" in the Fagrak. ‘The account pays attention 

to such minute detail that one had the feeling that it too 

derives from firsthand experience, a description of life 

and times in the author's own day. Indeed, the details 

of Sigurd's workday clothes and of his activities on the 

farm (ch. 33) carry the same impression.” This chapter also 

fulfills, that Ís gives concrete example of the hint or 

preparation concerning Sigurd's character found in ch. 1. 

fhe statements in the saga have necessary connection, and 

the threads are tightly woven, for which there are any 

number of other examples. But to return to the banquet. 

After the stereotyped and superlative statement - as 

found in the Helgi s-, the text goes on to say: "Sva or 

sact at hann veitti beim annan hværn dag slatr oc ol“ 

("Bvery other day he (Sigurd) offered them meat and ale")-- 

meant as explanation and confirmation of why this feast 

was an especially fine one. The Fagrsk. (p. 147) has 

this version: "oc veitti Sigurar konongr beim með mikilli 

pryði. gaf peim annan hvern dag slatr oc mungat. en annan 

hvern smior oc brauð oc miolk at drecka." As if he had 

forgotten one of the elements of the story, the author of 

the Helgi s. goes on to say a bit further (pp. 18-19) 

that Sigurd often let Óláf and his men drink milk when 

others drank ale, givlög“as reason a bit of mnoralizing 

that the latter (ale) would neither rob them of their wits 

nor their strength. Under Storri's handling we get another 

7) Similar eye-witness descriptions might be the one about 

the residence at Nidarós (ch. 52), the one about hunting 

(oh. 89), the one about court life (ch. 94). From 

personal knowledge, it would seem, we get an account 

of how levies were made (ch. 46), about currents in 

various sounds and rivers (e. g. che 184). Interestingly 

enough the details of taxation under Stein (ch. 239) 

are already presented in the Ágrip, cols. 48-49.
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interpretation. The fact that meat and ale, bread and milk 

were served on alternate days applies to the treatment 

Oigf received at the hands of his step-father in contrast 

to the sumptuous banquet of Asta, thus accentuating the 

differences between Asta and"her husband. For Sigurd Sýr 

had been cautious in embracing Óláf's cause, whereas Ásta 
4{mmediately offered all in her power to promote him (th. 35). 

We have also been told (ch. 34) that Sigurd was not given 

to show ("Engi var ham skartsmasr"), whereas Asta makes 

a great to-do over the banquet and stresses the point that 

Sigurd is to change his clothes and look more lordiy, more 

like Harald Fairhair then his side of the house. 8) The 
fare that Sigurd offers his guests is thus meant to appear 

stingier than Ásta'g. 

The second banquet prepared by Asta to celebrate 

Oidgf's success and launch his career fulfills and in- 

öldentally also squelches Sigurd Sýr's surmise expressed 

at the first visit of Óláf to the effect that there might 
be doubt as to whether Ásta could send her son off in as 

grand style as she received him (ch. 33: "ef hon fær svá 
wit leiddan son sinn, at þat sé mes þvílíkri stórmennsku 

sem nú leisir hon hann inn"). Indeed the second banquet 

appears to be deliberately created to form 

a parallel and balance this statement. The prophecies 

about the brothers Gullorm, Hálfdan, and Harald, Óláf's 
half-brothers, occur at the second banquet (ch. 76). The 

Helgi Bs, before the interpolations were made, most likely 

had this account joined to those above about Óláf's first 

stay at his step-father's. In any case, Snorri not only 

makes two banquets out of one, he also divides the prophecies 

about the boys into two incidents. In the Helgi a. Óláf 

sets first the one (Hálfdan), then the other (Harald) on 
= 

8) Sigurd Sýr is put into second place on several occasions, 
notably in ch. 2 where Óláf saddles a goat for him to ride 

and again in oh. 36 where he is the object of dsta's | 
ridicule when she says that she would rather have Óláf
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his knee (Guéhorh does not appear here) and asks what each 

would most like to be or have when he grows up. Hdlfdan's 

answer that he would like to have lots of cattle prompts 

Óláf to interpret that he will be a great and successful 
farmer. Harald's answer that he wants enough housecaris 

to eat up all Hélfdan's cows leads Óláf to prophesy that 

he will not lack for wealth, honor, or fame, but he does 

not know for what reason he will be preven ag such. Snorri 

begins his tale by selecting Harald first and putting hia 

on his knee amid familiar tussling and play and makes a 

prophecy about his vindictiveness. Then all three boys 

are seen playing at a pond and each is asked what he is 

playing and from their games Óláf prophesies what is to 
become of each. Harald is playing with chips as ships 

and Óláf predicts that he will someday command ships. And 
when asked what he wanted most te have, after learning 

that his brothers were interestod in farms and cattle, 

Harald's answer that he wanted enough housecarls to eat 

up his brothers cows at ome sitting (note the embellsih- 

ment) leads to Óláf's prediction that he will some day be 
king. Thus Snorri has three prophecies for Harald where 

there probably was only one originally, and he makes the 

last one specific, whereas the hint is 1:f4 vague in the 

Helgi s., perhaps deliberately so. The prophecies, further= 

be king for a short time like Óláf Tryggvason than to 

ba:no more of a king than Sigurd Syr and die of old age. 
“he motif, of set-tos and daifferentes between man and 
wife ds:carried out as a parallel in the altercation 
betweon Earl Rogmvald and his wife Ingibjorg (oh. 69). 
fo be noted are the similarities in these instances 

with Guðrún and Thorkel in Laxdóvla.
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more, afford Snorri opportunity te direct yet another 

oblique criticism at Sigurd Sfr: Harald will be a king 
like his mother's kin, whereas the other two boys will 

be farmers like their father?) The prophecies about 

Harald also serve as links to the sagas after the Ól. 9. 
h. in the Heimskringla.19) 

Of courge one of the most obvious examples of setting 

up parallels for comparison are the preparations of each 

side for the battle of Stiklarstasir. Óláf“s battle 
formation ís given in ch. 205; the most valiant and 

trusted under the middle standard; the assignment of 

the standards to right and left. Likewise, the farmers 

set up their standards (ch. 221), middle, right and 

left. The two battle slogans "fram, fram Kristmenn, 

krossmenn, konungemenn" (for Ólsgf, oh. 205) and "fram, 

fram bóandmenn" (for the farmörs, ch. 224) provide nice 

balance.11) Their similarity (note the "fram, fram") and 

the proximity of the troops to one another even cause a 

9) Compare Hoskuld's similar remark in respect to Jórunn 

in Laxðóðla. 

10) This touches on a far-reaching problem, namely the 

question as to whether the Óláfs s. he of Snorri was 

conceived as a separate saga before he composed the 

Helmskringla or whether the compendium was written 

as a totality. The sagas are joined together not only 

by prophecies and dreams, but also more subtly through 

less obtrusive hints and by means of repeated themes 

and parallels. Strands begun in one saga are knit 

together with those of the next saga. There are many 

threads in the Ól. g- h. that weave both back to the 
preceding sagas and forward to those that follow. But 

more of this will become evident later in the discussion. 

11) The Helgi 9. probably transmits the original tradition: 

"Knyum kayum konungs lisar heréla harðla boaúdamenn" 
(p- 69). Snorri has taken his slogan for Oldf's men 
from the Sverris saga, where the battle call'"nu fram 

allir Kristzmenn Orossmenn ok ens heilaga Óláfs konunge
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confusion among the troops, in that the enemy closest 

to one of Óláf's flanks calls out the wrong slogan, 

intriguing, too, in light of the shifts of allegiance 

that have taken place and because it is an exemplum of 

another adage used in a different context: people always 

take up what is newest (ch. 205: "þá er nýjast, bat er 

þá gliun kerst"). Each side is exhorted to stay close 

to the assigned standards (Óláf's troops, ch. 205 ; the 

farmers, ch. 223). Bach side suffers a delay in getting 

started, Óláf (ch. 224) because Dag Hringuson, his right 

flank is on reconnaissance and the farmers (ch. 224) be- 

cause the rear guard lagged behind, as was foreseen.1?} 

The exhortations of the troops by Óláf and by the farmerg!' 

bishop Sigurd and by Kálf (chs. 211 and 218, respectively) 

contain similar elements. On each side the men encourage 

one another and their spirits "are fired from one man to 

the next" (Óláf's men, oh. 211; the farmers, ch. 223). 

Á champion arrives at the last hour to aid cach of the 

leaders: Arnljót joins Óláf (ch. 215),15) and Thorstein 

menn" is recorded for the battle of Oslo A. 3» 12000= 

evidence again for Snorri's use of anachronisms. See 

my article, op. cite pp. 91-02, no 49. 

12) Interesting is that the Helgi se, p- 19, includes a 

request for a delay at the battle of Nesjar because it 

is Palm Sunday. Snorri does not use this motif in his 

version of that battle (chs. 48-49). 

13) In ch. 63 it is told that Thránd the White and eleven 

others went to Jamtaland to collect taxes and were 

killed. In che 141 we are told that because of this 

no one had wanted to go there on the king's errand. Then 

Thórodd Snorrason, an Icelander bored with being held í 

hostage, volunteers to undertake the same migsion, going 

with eleven others. This doubling of the venture into 

Jamtaland 19 what one would expect from. the structure
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the Shipbuilder jolns Kálf and Thérir (ch. 222). Amd cach 

arny is desoribeð as to its constituents: Gláf's isa 

buneh of rabble, highwaymen and robbers actotding. to 

Bishop Sigurd (ch. 218), and among the farmers, "as is 

often the case with such large armies," there were the 

powerful as well as cotters and laborers (ch. 216). The 

latter statement is one of the many in the 61.9. h- that 

expresses a generality which makes 1t possible to apply 

the truism to individual instances. Here the truism 

couldn't. be more appropriate since the audience knows 

that all the powerful chieftains have joined the side of 

the farmers and King Knút. The fact that Bishop Sigurd 

knows that. highwaymen afid robbers have joined Óláf also 

couldn't £1t better ag Arnljót has already been depicted 

as a highway man and evil doér (eh. 141) and the brothers 

Gauka-Thérir and Afra-Fasti,who also joined Óláf, as high- 

waymen atid evil robbers (ch. 201).44) This illustrates 

Snorri's practice of positing a double audience. He puts 

Anto Bishop Sigurd's mouth words that are known to the 

audience but not so exactly by the bishop. The latter's 

speech makes good rhetoric with its slanderous surnises. 

fo assume that the bishop has heard the precise facts 

through spies or the grapevine posits a reading petween 

the lines that destroys the poetic illusion. This is 

of the narrative. It also provides the chance to 

introduce Arnljót and his silver bowl ahead of his 

appsarance at Stiklarstasir. The Helgi sg. knows of 

gome such tradition as it has Arnljót say to the king: 

"Herra segir hann, silfrdiso minn sinda ek yor við . 

Þorodde Snorrasæne" (p. 66), without having told before 

anything of the story. 

14) These two brothers also make a double appearance (chs, 

201 and 204) for the express purpose of joining Gláf's 

troops but are refused the first time because they are 

_- not Ohristlan. The second time they let themselves be 

baptised. Amother instance of Snorri's practice of 

oregting parallel instances.
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Snorri's omniscience, not the bishop's;19) 

From the discussion of the above examples of Snorri's 

narrative techniques, we have noted his handling of sources 

and his predilection for forming parallel inoidents. It 

has also been noted how he uses preparation and fulfillment, 

whereby the strands of the narrative are tied together, how 

he develops comparisons and contrastive pairs, sets ups 

patterns with repeated instances to illustrate the same 

point, carries through repeated motifs, and confirns 

generalities and adages. We have also noted from time to 

time anachronisms in the saga. That prophecy is used to 

advantage, both direct types such as dreams and the like 

and indirect hints, is obvious from the structure of the 

narrative. Repetitions and parallels create in themselves 

a type of anticipation. Whatever is stated has, so to 

speak, a consequence later. The narrative becomes thus 
highly predictive and predetermined whereby the casual 

ís made necessary and the past a precondition for the 

future. One might say that the structured narrative 

consists in analogous incidents used to call forth 

implicit comparisons and of prophetic statements,in the 

broader and narrower sense, that render the conclusion 

preknown, or hint of developments to come. 

In many places it is remarked upon that the consequences 

of an event will become or became evident latere-a type of 
predicting based on the assumption that signs are given 

beforehand but often are read as such only after the 

ennsequences have become all too apparent. Yor instance, 

Hérek of Thjdtta (ch. 158) sails past the Danish fleet with 
his ship camouflaged, but Knút later recognizes the sail 
after it was hoisted. We arð told: "people thought it 
likely that Hárek wouldn't have attempted the venture, 
had it not been agreed upon before. And this was condidered 

self-evident later when the friendship between Knút and 

Hérek became known to everybody" In ch. 162 Sighvats 

A ———irweriora— 

15) See my book, Zhe Laxdótla saga: its structural patterng 

(Unive of North Oarolina Press, 1972), pp. 32, 38, 52-53, 
56-58, 207 n.b.
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awerd is said to have prompted envy, "ag became apparent 

later". (which 1s confirmed, chs. 206, 208). And in ch. 

180 in speaking of the defectors to Knút's side, Snorri 

remarks! some were loyal, others becamé outspoken enemies, 

“as was apparent later." 

In order to get at the heart of the Óláfs se he, which 

4s also the heart of the Heimskringle, we must turn our 

attention to yet another episode in the saga, namely the 

altercations between King Óláf of Norway and King Óláf of 

Sweden. Even at first reading these involvements strike 

one ag having received particular attention on the part of 

Snorr1.19) Here again we:. find all the narrative tech- * 

niques as ín the examples discussed above--preparation, 

seemingly trifling details that prove necessary and are 

tied together in the narrative, development of doublets, 

parallels, and running motifs. Bjorn the Marshall and 

Hjalti go to Earl Rognvald's in West Gautland (chs. 69-69) 

to gain support for Óláf's mission of peace with the Swedish 

King over the boundary issue and taxes. In brief the 

salient features for our analysis are: Sighvat the Skald, 

we are told, also accompanied Bjorn and Hjalti to Earl 

Rognvald (ch. 71). This comes as somewhat of an after- 

thought and forns%omplenentary parallel since Óttar the 

Black and Gizur the Black, two Icelandic skalds; are present 

at the Swedish court. And out of Sighvat's journey again 

doublets are cfeated in that Sighvat much later makes a 

16) The only aspect of the dealings with the Swedish king 

which the Ágrip records is as follows: “siban bep olafr 

dottor olafa sáinsca astribar svstor ingiribar er fyr var 

heitin honum. oc bra faþar hennar heiton þeim fvr reibi 

Bacar. oc gifti iaritlave austr uegs konungi." The Helgi ae, 

pp. 28-33, gives a most interesting variation of the episode, 

Only some of the differences between it and Snorri's text 

can be mentioned here. Hjaiti asks Bjorn to go along instead 

of the other way around. But Bjorn plays no role. About
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second trip east (ch. 91) te find out how matters stana,!") 
fhe conversation between Rognvald and bis wife Ingibjorg 

parallels the contrastive differences slready witnessed 

between Sigurd and Ásta. Rognvald, like Sigurd, has miso 

givings and ig cautious; Ingibjorg, like Ásta, pushes Óldf's 
cause. The Journey to Sweden is. split into two separate 

undertakings from Rognvald's. Hjalti, being an Icelander, 
feels he can attempt the mission with less risk and goes 

flret alone to the Swedish court where he is mest diplomatic, 

offering tribute and taxes but assuring the king that he has 

not met with "that fat man." The derogatory use of Óláf of 
Norway's epithet "Digri" has been carefully prepared, first 
in ch. 69 where emissaries from the king of Sweden call 
Óláf of Norway "big-mouthed"--another meaning for "Digri“ and 
then in ch. 67 where it is told that the King of Sweden in 
his rage over Óláf of Norway will not permit his name to 
be mentioned. Hjalti enlists the ald of Ingigerd in furthering 
the cause with her father, and he praises Óláf to her and 

him we are humorously told: "Biorn hafse augnaverk mikinn 
00 ser litt hans ivirsyn." Rognvald does not come into 
the picture at all. Instead Egil is named the foster- 

father of Astrid, Óláf's other daughter, and Ís at the 
court in Sweden. ‘he king prepares the way for meetings 
between Hjalti and Ingigerd. Hjalti suggests to her that 

s longer lasting peace could be achieved if she married 

Óláf of Norway. She agrees to support his case because 

"hann sægir vært ors satt.“ The king and Hjalti drink í 
together, and what with Hjalti's flattery the king agrees, 

the meeting between the two kings takes place and the 

betrothal is accomplished. Hjalti explains to the 
king of Norway Just why he had not come to see him (this 
appears to contradict the fact that Hjalti had been sent 
by the king) and why he paid out the tribute to Óláf of 
Sweden because he did not want to tell a lie and had to 
aseure Óláf of Sweden that he had not seen "that fat nan.“
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suggests a marriage to weave the peace. Neither Idglgerd 

nor Hjalti get anywhere with the king. 

At this point the narrative is interrupted by a flagh- 

back to what 1s goiag on in Norway at the samo time. It deale 

with Óláf's second encounter with the Uppland kings (oh. 74). 

Returhizig then to Sweden to pick up the thread there, the 

narrative tells of the second journey to Sweden undertaken 

by Bjorn and Rognveld after Hjalti has prepared the ground, 

eo to speak. Ingigerd is informed of Óláf's success in 

surrounding five kings and taking them by surprise. Bjorn 

and Rognvald enlist the aid of the lawspeaker for the Uppsala 

assembly Thorgny. ‘The assembly is held and Bjorn speaks up 

on behalf of Óláf of Norway at which the king of Sweden, we 

are told, first thought he himself was being spoken of since 

no one ever dared mention the name of that other king. But 

realizing it was indeed Óláf of Norway's name, he became 

furious (another leitmotif). This little joke on Snorri's 
part is also not irrelevant, as we shall see presently. 

After Thorgny's persuasion, the king agrees reluctantly to 

accept peace and a betrothal of his daughter. Here again 

the story is interrupted with a flashback to Norway. The 

toplo is Hróðrek and his treachery. 

- he king of Sweden does not keep his agreement and no 

patrothal takes place. Aggravated at her father for post-= 

It is told how one time the king went hunting and cams 

home boasting of his catch at which Ingigerd takes hig 

ego down by saying: "Eigi þærftu rosa sva mioke besse 

veisi. firir bui-at lítils minndi beim bickla vers sia 

Veldi er hann feco valld „xi. kononga a ælnum morne.“ 

In anger the king of Sweden betrothes his daughter to 

Jarizleif instead. Óláf of Norway ís depressed. Astrid 

and her foster-father Egil cone to Norway and she trios 

on three occasions to cheer the king and ends by suggesting 

he merry her, which he does, without her father’s per- 

mission or counsel. The Fecrak., pp. 156-167, tells in
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poning the agreements of the assembly; Iaglgerd incurs 

his wrath by squelohlng his bosetfulness over bis catch 

ef five birds. She taunts him with: "Góð morginveisr 

er þetta, herra, er þér hafið veitt fímu orre, on Meira 

er pat, er Oláfr Nóregskonungr. tók á einum morgni finn 

konunga ok signadisk allt rfki þeira"(oh. 89). Snorri 

neatly equated the five birðs and five Kings’ (note that 

Helgi 2. hac 11 kings and Fagrsk. has 9). Her father 

marries her off to Jarisleif in Garserfxi instead. Óláf 

of Norway is down-hearted but agrees on the advice of 

Rognvald and Hjalti to take Astríd instead. She hað 

been introduced earlier (ch.$9) as a daughter by a bondworan. 

and ag that one of those children by her whom Óláf of 

Sweden liked most and who was the most well liked by 

others. This proves true when.she is at Rognvald's 

estate. Hjalti presents her qualities to Óláf of Norway 

An good light much ag he had Óláfs qualities to Ingigerd. 

Óláf is persuaded and feele he Hes stolen a march on the 

King of Sweden by marrying his daughter without his consent. 

brief about the "usætt mikil“ between the two Óláfs, 

that a conciliation was attempted by proposing Ingigerd 

4n marriage to Óláf of Norway but that Qidensed ‘Over 

his daughter's remark, when he came home proud of his 

catch of five birds; 

"veiztu noccon konong hafa beitt meira a einni 

morgonstundu. en hon svarase a þessa lunnd. meiri velsr 

var su, er Olafr Harallz son toc a #inum morne ix. 

kononga oc ælgnaðez allt riki þæirra." He declares 

that she will never get Óláf Digri for a husband. 

With that the settlement between the kings was broken 

and Óláf of Norway renegotiates and gets Astrið instead. 

Her lower birth is not dlreotly indicated but might 

be implied: “oc ovað enga von þess vera Olafe digra at 

fa Ingigiærðar er bese var konongs detter oo drottaingal 

Eo a sagðe hann aðra dottor er heitir Aztris." The
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That this episode is central to the sage can be 

gathered from its position, standing as it does precisely 

petween the political happenings that have led up to 

Óláf's success and the beginning of those events that 

bring about e reversal in bis luck and ultimately spell 

his downfall. Significant also are the two flashbacks. 

The first one, although it shows Óláf's successin capturing 

five kings at once, nonetheless réptesents the beginning of 

dissatisfaction among the nobles and farmers over hig harsh 

treatment and over the inroads Óláf wae meking on their | 

freedom. The second flashback, dealing with Hro@rek's 

treachery, sounds the warning of what the second cause for 

Óláf's defeat will be. 

That which strikes one at first glance as something 

utterly playful and out of place or as something under 

which more is hidden then meets the eye are the parables. 

They are presented to Óláf of Sweden somewhat as in a comedy 

of errors where the difficulties are resolved by a deus ex 

machina to bring the whole to a happy solution. Enund the 

Guileful is the originator of the pzrables and the inter- 

preters are Arnvith the Blind, Thorvith the Stammerer, 

Freyvith the Deaf. ‘The names themselves suggest their 

fictitious nature and the by-names surely indicate their 

skald Sighvat is mentioned here as having been on the 

journey east: "oc orte hann floce um oc callaðe Austr 

farar visur. oc swgir i þessa cvese mart um þessa fers." 

17) The Austrfararvísur seem to be divided between the two 

chapters 71 and 91. The Fagrsk. appears to know a tradition 

about Sighvat's participation in the reconciliation with 

Sweden, but that compendium may have been written after 

the Heimskringla and could be influenced by it. Most all 

the doublets which Snorri has devised have the peculiarity 

that as far as the creative process is concerned, the first 

of the pair appears to be deliberately created whereas the 

second rests on some tradition or evidence from sources, or 

on skaldio verse.
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humorous function. Gen anyone taks seriously the inter- 

pretations and advice of those who are blind, deaf, and 

gtammering? But we are given a hint in Enund's by-name 

that some guile is intended here. In the remark of king 

Óláf to Sighvat the Skald we are given another clue. He 

says to Sighvat concerning the latter's luck in not having 

ineurred his wrath for having baptized his son Magnifas 

"T¢ 4s not strange that good fortune attends wisdom, but 

“ 4t is always strange when good luck attends foolish men 

and foolish counsel turns out to be fortunate” (ch. 122). 

Indeed, the counsel of these foolish men turns out to be 

fortunate and nothing could be stranger than for the foolish- 

ness of Óláf of Sweden to be resolved in this manner. 

This whole interlude is obviously intended as a farce-- 

on the face of it and within the context of the story. 

Certainly any audience would have to laugh at this ridicu- 

lous resolution of the difficulties. But what do the parables 

say and why has Snorri used parable in the first place to 

4llustrate "historical" events? 

The first parable about the hunter Atti dóðlskr who 

chases after one more squirrel and thereby loses all the 

sled of skins he had already taken presents a moral on 

avarice. Greed for more causes the loss of all. The second 

parable carries practically the same message: a group of 

merchantmen capture four ships and all their booty, but 

not being satisfied they go after the fifth ship that had 

escaped them and in so doing are shipwrecked and lose all 

their own Ships and the ones confiscated. The third parable 

tells about two noblemen who quarrel over land and in the 

settlement the stronger of the two substitutes lesser value 

for that agreed upon: a gosling for a goose, a pig for a hog, 

clay for gold. The moral: be wary of deceit in settlements 

and promises; all that glitters Ís not gold. 

These parables preoceupy the Swedish King and he calls 

for the man who had told them, but he, like Odin, 18) 

had already disappeared. The king recognizes that Emund 

18) Óláfs saga Tryggvasonar, oh. 64.
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meant more than what was said and equates himself and 

Óláf the Stout with the tvo noblemen Souperes how their 
differences were inequably settled. Óláf had gotten 

Astríd instead of Ingigerd. Thorvith tells the king that the 

latter too is the Atti do@lskr of the first parable: atti 

meaning quarrelsome, avaricious, malicious and dd@lsir foolish. 

The king by being obsessed with one thing was passing up 

matters of far more importance, namely the regtiveness of | 

.the people who were turning egainst him and had alseady sent 

out the war-arrows.Óláf acquiesces to the demands of the 

people who want the old laws and their full rights, and 

satisfies the two factions in the land, those who want a 

ruler who is best fitted, be he of kingly race or no, and 

those who want to preserve the royal lineage that goes back 

to the gods. He has to accept as co-ruler his son Jakob 

who, like Astr{a, was highborn only on his father's side. 

His name is changed to Onund. Earlier Snorri has told us 

that at the time of Jákob's birth no one liked the name 

(ch. 88). 

The moral to be drawn not only applies to Óláf of 

Sweden but also to Óláf of Norway. The confusion of names 

at the Uppsala assembly is no mere witticism; an equation is 

intended. Olaf of Norway through his obsession with rooting 

out all heathen practices in Norway was blind to the reactions 

of the people and their discontent. He, like Atti dóðlskr, 

was foolish, overly zealous, and contentious. It is ínter- 

esting also that there are two parables on avarice, and the 

second receives no direct application or interpretation for 

Óláf of Sweden. Could it be that the second is meant for 
those followers of Óláf Haraldsson who are shown to covet 

wealth and power and are thus willing to accept the bribes 

of king Knút? and the third parable also warns of the 

future. Despite the prowises of Knút, in the final settle. 

nent the chieftains will find themselves cheated and deceived. 

The parables not only point out Óláf's weaknesses and failing, 

but also enunciate and anticipate the dangers and causes of 

his defeat.
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Any parable presents some generality couched in particuier 

form to veil its universal applicabliity. This universal 

can hence just as well carry a message to the thirteenth 

century audience. Has Snorri here camouflaged the serious- 

ness of his purpose in this highly humorous fashion? He 

wag assuredly a man of his time, actively involved in 

politics and caught up in the swirling events around him. 

He was not writing out an antiquarian interest in the past 

nor out of a sense of preserving most accurate accounts 

possible of the events that had taken place. He interprets 

history and interprets it for the thirteenth century 

audience that it may not fall on deaf ears. We have noted 

how oftmSnorri speaks in’ generalities :and usés atages.19) 

Upon closer look at the many stories and tales in the 

Ol; 8. h., it will be seen that they serve as illustrations 

for the truisms expressed in the general statements, in 

the adages, and in the parables. They are the exempla, 

just as the many parallels are exempla of a pattern or 

patterns. Snorri's intention is to draw parallels, not 

only within the Ól. s- h. but throughout the Heimskringla, 

and with the Ól. 3. he the heart of the Heimskringla ie 

particularly implied a specific parallel with the thirteenth 

centurye 

19) Some of the other generalities that have not come under 

discussion are: ch. 30; sometimes the one, sometimes the 

other side is victorious; ch. 61: now this, now that power 

has made inroads on the other's land; ch. 66: as so often 

happens, the crew didn't hold its tongue and let Ít out that 

* e > } Che 137: 1% was then, as is often the case, that even 

though friendship existed between the kings, yet both wanted 

all the lands they considered belonged to them; che 1465: 

‘as is often the case when people of a country are exposed 

to harrying and find no support, most of them assent to all 

the conditions laid upon them in order to buy-peace for 

themselves; ch. 176; then it happened, as is often the case, 

when men suffer a strong blow and lose their leaders, they
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In the generalities, in the adages, in the parables 

48 concentrated a philsophy of history and understanding 

of human psychology that only could have been gleaned fron 

acquaintance with the wide scope of historic events and 

from ohose. observation’ ef-humdn natúre>. Súorri, though 

involved with things of the moment, was able to detach 

himself from them and write books that saw everything 

whole, from a perspective of the totality.°°) If the 
generalities, adages, and parables speak from this subline 

position, so other statements throughout the Ól. 8. h- 

startlingly sound forth a message pertinent and crucial 

for the thirteenth-century Icelanders’ listening. 

<= also lose their initiative. he adages used in the 

saga are: chs. 74, 123: everyone has a friend among his 

enemies; che 138: there's a black sheep in every family; 

che 143: the older a man gets the worse he grows; ch. 160s 

many are the king's ears; ch. 205: people do what is the 

latest. 

20) From the total perspective of the Heimskringla it 

becomes even more apparent that Snorri's purpose is to 

draw parallels from one king's reign to the next, from one 

century to the next. We find there the same technique of 

building parallels, speaking out from the vantage point af 

generalities and adages, carrying themes through from one 

saga to the next, linking together by means of similarities 

and by prophecies.The Ynglinga saga sats the stage for all 

that is to follow. History for Snorri evidenced similarities, 

repetitions that made events analogous, hence much could be 

surmised and predicted. It is almost impossible to think 

of the Ol. 9. h. without the rest of the Heimskringla, 

where more and more parallels are drawn strengthening the 

notion BBiiparisons are intended between one time period 

and another. This re-opens the question of whether indeed 

the Ól. g. h. was created first by Snuorrl as a separate
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Hroérek's speech, ch. 36, gives ons alternative for 

the Icelanders--an argument no doubt current in Snorri 's 

day. It runs something like this: 1t is better to be under 

foreign rule, since the ruler is far away we would be left 

alone and freer. ‘The other alternative is voiced even 

more emphatically. ‘Thdrir the Hound counsels Asbjorn, che 

120: don't go into the service of the King and become a 

thrall and give up independence. Shorgny the lawspeaker 

says to Earl Rognvald, ch. 79: better to be a farmer and 

speak freely as one pleases than to be of princely rank 

and not be able to say what you want to. Ironically, 

Erling, being freeborn but duty bound to his King, cannot 

sell any grain, but his thrallsare free to do so (ch. 117). 

Gudrgd, ch. 74, also warns of becoming a thrall to the king. 

And Enund, we have seen, advocates having as ruler he who 

is best fit, king or no--a modern idea for the efventh or 

thirteenth century, but not foreign to Iceland. And now 

we also see why Snorri made it so difficult for any king, 

a Hroerek, to find a resting place in Iceland. These 

then are the alternatives before Iceland in the thirteenth 

entity, for so many of the themes in Ól. Se he 

presuppose knowledge of what comes before and after, 

and knowledge of these themes as they have already 

appeared deepens the understanding of their use in 

the Ól. s. h. and explains them to a great extent. 

At this point I am in no position to decide one way 

or the other. It is a matter to figure out which way 

the creative process went. Could Snorri possibly have 

developed his idea-complex from the center outwards, 

creating the themes and ideas for his Oldf's saga, 

then sprinkled them in, so to speak, fore’and aft when 

he absorbed the saga into the larger whole? Or was 

the whole conceived from beginning to end such that 

examples could be plucked from here or there, repeated 

and made plausibldbecause precedents had been established? 

The historical summaries that dot the Ól. s. h. arise 

too out of this total conception.
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century. No saga, except Lazdókla, is so preoccupied 

with alternatives. 

What motives outweighed those for independence? When 

Óláf Haraldsson, ch. 126, sends a request for chieftains 

from Iceland to come to Norway, some Icelanders think 

yielding to the king's call might redound to their honor. 

In ch. 185 we are told that what with the large amounts 

of money, the fair promises, the large presents, Bjorn 

was overcome by avarice and swore fealty to Knút aitd Hákon. 

In the eleventh century the Norwegians defected to Knút, 

wooed by his promises of more power and revenue, overtaken 

by their own greed. It was no different in the thirteenth 

century. What brought about Óláf's downfall, greed and 

treachery, will also bring about the downfall of Icelande- 

through those chieftains whose desire for personal prestige, 

wealth, and power will cause them to succumb to the offers 

of gifts and titles bestowed by the king of Norway. But 

in the eleventh century, Snorri warns, those that betrayed 

their countrymen received clay instead of gold. Einar 

Thambarskelfir was promised highest authority in the land 

after Hákon (che 171). after Hdkon's death Einar thinks 

he will’receive the kingship only to learn that Knút's son 

Svein was named king (ck. 194). Kálf Árnason ís promised 
an earldom (ch. 183); but after thé battle is won, promises 

are not kept and Kálf settles down on his estate no higher 

1n rank than beforé (ch. 242, 247). Snorri writes, ch. 

239; "those who hadn't fought against king Óláf said: 

‘Now you get the friendship and reward of thé Knytlings 

for having fought agéinst Ólaf and driven him from the country. 

For the peace and justice promised you you now have oppression 

and servitude.'" A gesling for a goose. 

Obviously directed toward the thirteenth-century 

Icelandic audience are the sections dealing with Óláf 

Haraldsson's designs on Iceland. He sends tokens of friend. 

ship, large gifts to many chieftains, wood for the church
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at Thingvellir and the bell, "which is still there" 
(note the anachronism). "However in this show of friendship 

by the King toward Iceland there dwelled some considerations 

which became evident later on" (cho 124). We have met 

with similar statements before in the saga. The "later on“ 
here is not only the fulfiliment in the next chapter--it 

turns out that the king desires to be ruler over Iceland, 

as over the Orlmeys and the Faroes, and wants Grímsey as 

a token of the Icelanders" good faith in paying out taxes 
it applies to Kees Bek en's Attemets Ch the thivtgenth eeat 

and indemuities.., The words of' Einar Eyjólfsson, Snorri'*s 

words, in response to the king's request ring through the 

centuries :. 

"Því em ek fdroesinn um þetta mál, at engi hefir 
mík.at kvatt. En ef ek skal segja mína ætlan, þá 
hygg ek, at sá myni til vera hérlandsmgnnum at ganga 
eigi undir skattgjafar við: Óláf konung ok allar 
álogur hér, þvílíkar sem hann.hefir við menn í 
Nóregl. Ok munu vér eigi þat ófrelsi gera einum 
oes til handa, heldr bæði oss ok sonum várum ok 
allri ætt varri, þeiri er þetta land byggvir, ok 
mun ánauð sú aldrigi ganga eða hverfa af þessu 
landi. En þótt konungr sjá sé góðr maðr, sem ek 
trúi vel, at sé, þá mun þat fara heðan frá sem 
hingat til, þá er konungaskipti versr, at þeir 
eru ójafnir, sumir góðir, en sumir illir. Hef 
landsmenn vilja halda frelsi sínu, því er þeir . 
hafa haft, síðan er land þetta byggðisk, þá mun 
sá til vera at ljá konungi enskis fangstaðar á, 
hvártki um landaeign hér né um þat at gjalda heðan 
ákveðnar skuldir, þær er til lýðskyldu megi metask." 
En hitt kalla ek vel fallit, at menn sendi konungi 
vingjafar, þeir er þat vilja, hauka eða hesta, tjold 
eða segl eða aðra þá hluti, er sendiligir eru. Er 
því þá vel varit, ef vinátta kómr Í mót. En um 
Grímsey er þat at roeta, ef þaðan er engi hlutr fluttr, 
sa.er til matfanga er, þá má bar foeða her manna. Ok 
ef bar er útlendr herr ok fari þeir með langskipum 
þaðan, þá ætla ek morgum kotbóndunum munu þykkja 
versa brongt fyrir durun." 

It ís now not difficult to surmise why Snorri excused himself 

in the preface for having written so mach about Icelanders. 

One would scarcely have noticed it, had he not said so. 

And it could not be clearer what Snorri's intent was in 

writing a new Óláfs saga helga. It was meant indeed ag
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a parable in itself, an exemplum from history, and it 

carries a didactic message. Interestingly Snorri does 

not fall to draw a parallel too with Obrist's life, as 

Wes typical for writing a saint's life. His Saint Óláf 

not only takes on the martyrdom of a Ohriíst, his matsHall 

Bjorn becomes a Judas, for Saint Óláf, like Christ, was 

betrayed through the avarice of those he depended on most. 

The analogy is‘ draw between former times, saga time, and 

future time. Snorri's phrases "as is so often the case," 

"as wag to be expected," or "it became evident later on" 

show his train of thought. The parable of his saga speaks 

out the warning and lays before his compatriots the 

alternatives. Just as Saint Oldf's life is a blend of 

the secular and the religious, so too Snorri's saga 

conbines a religious form with a political purpose, and 

so too the king's desire to annex Iceland in Saint Óláf's 

day as in Snorri's day was couched under a religious 

pretext. Out of all the sinilar instances, "all the 

examples found in history could be abstracted a general 

rule; history became proverbial and hence predictable. 

Similarities and repetitions made it possible to see the 

future in the past. liklihoods became so great that 

situations and events could be newly tnvented and appear 

just as plausible as if they had happened because prece~ 

dents for similar ones in other contexts abounded. History 

could be created. And if we look to Laxdé@la saga we will 

find Snorri at work, creating a plausible history, writing 

yet another parable in camouflaged form. The eleventh 

century served him as a mirror into which he looked to see 

the thirteenth century and onto which he superimposed the 

: Amage of the latter, anachronistically, analogously. 

It Ís almost with dismay that we read in the mirror 

the picture Snorri gives of himself: 

"Kings should be served in such fashion that 

the men who do their errands derive great honor 

therefrom and are valued more highly than others. 

But often they are in danger of their very lives 

and must be reconciled to either outcome." (ch.68)
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With these words let us recall what took place here at 

Reykholt, Sept. 23, 1241.


